1. Connect Con2 with a DRV power supply unit.
2. Install the App . After the installation connect your device with the Con2 via W-lan. Please refer to
the manual of your device manufacturer, to get a more detailed information.
3. Please start the App and log yourself in via the button login. Standard Password is 0000.

4. With the plus in the upper part one can add new luminaries or change existing once.
In the lower part you will find the button luminaries (sun symbol) which always brings you back to
the main menu) You also find here the switch, with whom you can change the modus from automatic
to manual and vice versa (how this functions is described under menu point 9) and a button which
refers you to settings. (how this functions is described under menu point 7)

5. After pressing the plus button new lights can be assigned to slot´s. Then one can choose the
programmed luminaries in the main menu.

6. After you have added and chosen the luminaries, you are able to adjust the various times, the light
intensity and the desired color. How all this functions you can find out, in detail, when you refer to
point 8.

7. In the menu point settings you will find the button luminary settings and system settings.

In the menu option luminary settings you can activate the cloud modus and choose a modus. Beside
that you can, under the submenu option my settings, save or upload data in a profile, provided you
have uploaded them beforehand. Through this you can, for example, save summer respectively
winter settings.

In the submenu point settings one can change the login password or you can reset the Con2 to its
factory settings.

8.Settings
Sunrise: Dimmed will be from begin start time until end time, referring to the programmed
illumination power. (the initial value is the programmed value which refers to the sunset. )The
programmed illumination power is dimmed by Con2 from the end time sunrise until the start value
sunset. Exception here: Start- and end time during the lunch break, when another illumination
power is programmed.

Lunch break: The adjusted illumination power is dimmed during the programmed start time and end
time from Con2.

Sunset : Dimmed from beginning start time until end time, referring here to the programmed
illumination power (the initial value is the adjusted value at sunrise).

Moon: Here you see only the times which are in the moon phase.

Sunrise Color Chanel: The sunrise behaves exactly as in the others , the difference here is , that there
are two more small boxes under real time. The left box indicates the color value, which shines during
moon time and the right box indicates which color should be reproduced during the day.

9. To have access to the manual control, please continue as follows:
-Press first the button settings in the main window to get to the menu settings.
-In the setting menu, click on the button settings luminaries.
- Then you have to change ( in the lower part) modes from automatic to manual. You will then see
the button manual control.

By clicking on the button manual control you access the manual control of previously stored
products.

